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Abstract—The strategic transition of media organizations to
personalized information delivery has urged the need for richer
methods to analyze the customers. Though useful in supporting
the creation of recommender strategies, the current data mining
techniques create complex models requiring often an understanding of techniques in order to interpret the results. This situation
together with the recommender technologies deluge and the
particularities of the news industry pose challenges to the news
organization in making decisions about the most suitable strategy.
Therefore, we propose process mining as a high-level, end-toend solution to provide insights into the consumers’ behavior
and content dynamics. Specifically, we explore if it allows news
organizations to analyze independently and effectively their data
in order to support them in defining recommender strategies. The
solution was implemented in a case study with the third largest
news provider in Norway and yielded preliminary positive results.
To our knowledge, this is the first attempt to apply a process
mining methodology and adapt the techniques to support media
industry with the recommender strategies.
Keywords—process mining, inferred intentional process models, behavioral analysis, recommender strategies, process mining
methodology, news media case study

I. I NTRODUCTION
In the last decades, we have witnessed a shift in the
media’ strategy from uniquely delivering information to the
personalization of the information exposure through recommendations. As media consumers, we live in "a new age
where something wonderful" - that we did not know existed
- "finds us" [1]. This is accomplished resourcefully by the
publishers and related organizations that have transformed the
customer relationship management to a mandatory part of their
business standard. For instance, looking at just two major
world’s leading media companies established in Europe, Le
Monde Group and British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC),
there is a major effort from their side in this direction. BBC
integrated Sybil Recommender System1 since 2012 for helping
1 http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/projects/sibyl-recommender-system

their consumers to choose their preferred TV and radio shows,
while Le Monde Group signed a long-term partnership2 with
Outbrain, "the world’s largest content discovery platform", to
improve consumers’ experience in February 2015. The shift
becomes prominent also through the extensive work on mediarelated recommender solutions in academia [2], [3], [4].
The creation of recommender solutions for news faces
some particular challenges compared to the other types of
media such as music, movies or books. The reasons are
manifold: news articles loose their relevance quickly, news
providers change the content often which results in a large,
continuous data stream, consumers’ interests are prone to be
less stable [5]. In addition to this, the deluge of recommender
technologies results in a strenuous process to decide on the
most suitable recommender strategy for news organizations.
The recommender strategy decision requires a deep understanding of the consumers’ behavior and interests [6].
Existing data mining approaches allow news organizations
to gain insights into consumers from the data. Though useful, these solutions produce very complex models that often
require thorough understanding of the techniques in order
to interpret them. Yet it has been proved that to effectively
support decision-making for strategy creation, the data mining
techniques should be intuitive, visual, interactive and hiding
the complexity [7].
In consequence, we propose an adaption of process mining as a high-level, end-to-end solution to reveal insights
for news recommender strategies focusing in particular on
the consumers’ interests reflected in their behaviors. Process
mining is a mature domain, originally emerging from business
and information systems. Its goals are to exploit event logs
captured by information systems and to answer questions
such as: What happened in the past and why? What will
happen in the future? When and why are there deviations
2 http://tinyurl.com/zpqwuvr

from an expected process and how to control them? Process
mining incorporates data mining techniques and extends them
with algorithms able to mine richer models containing loops,
decision points and concurrency [11]. In the current work, we
extend the traditional process mining with a view focusing on
the perceived intentions to obtain high-level models. We infer
intentions from the consumers’ behavior captured in database
logs. However, we do not claim that these intentions are the
real users’ intentions without a sound experimentation in this
direction. The inferred intentions in our solution play the role
of a summarization mechanism, associating a semantics to the
process models in order to help us and the recommender strategy’ stakeholders with the analysis. These inferred intentions
are linked to different news categories (e.g. "general news",
"culture", "economy" etc.) and to different referrers involved
in the news content dynamics (the url of the web page that
contained the link the user followed to read the article; e.g. a
news provider’s website, social networks etc.).
The following research questions guide our research:
•
•

Does process mining allow news organizations to exploit
independently and effectively their data?
Does process mining support news organization in defining recommender strategies?

To our knowledge, this is the first work to apply a solution
based on process mining to data from the news industry in
order to evaluate the support with recommender strategies’
definition. Hence, we needed to address multiple challenges.
First, the event logs we generated from the web logs needed
to be enriched with a suitable semantics to enable a high-level
analysis. For this purpose, we reflected on the semantics of
the news data and we adopted a perspective based on inferred
intention as previously explained. Second, to ensure rigor, we
followed PM2 , a very recent process mining methodology that
yielded successful results in a case study with IBM [8]. We
are the first group besides the creators that reported the use
of PM2 at the moment. Third, we conducted two evaluations
with one organization’ stakeholder: one part of the process
mining methodology regarding the diagnosis and validation of
the mined models, and second to evaluate the overall solution
with respect to our research questions. Fourth, considering that
process mining focuses also on social models, performance
indicators, decision rules, and represents conformance and
enhancement besides discovery [24], we analyzed how these
perspectives could be exploited by the news organizations too.
The project presented in this paper was conducted as part
of Smartmedia, a research program between the Norwegian
University of Science and Technology (NTNU), multiple
Norwegian media companies and software providers from
the media sector. Considering the explorative nature of our
research, we have chosen to start working with one publisher:
Adresseavisen, the largest newspaper of the third largest media
group in Norway (Polaris Media ASA). Nevertheless, we
intend to apply the solution to the other media companies
involved in the program too for an extensive evaluation.
The raw data available for analysis consists of 10 millions

web events captured between August and December 2014.
The results showed that process mining is able to reveal
and visualize meaningful consumption patterns focusing on
different perspectives corresponding to articles and sessions.
Furthermore, during the evaluation, the process stakeholder
acknowledged the discovery of interesting and actionable
insights that could be used in the creation of recommender
strategies. Some limits of the solution were uncovered too.
The lack of process mining knowledge could pose issues in
transforming the raw data into mineable event logs and in
completely interpreting the mined processes in the beginning.
However, after one hour long knowledge transfer, the process
stakeholder felt confident in performing most of the process
mining tasks by himself.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces in
more details process mining and recommender strategies and
systems. Section III describes the followed methodology and
the process mining approach we propose. Section IV presents
the evaluation protocol and results while Section V focuses
on the related work. Section VI provides a discussion about
how other perspectives and types of process mining could
be used for supporting the recommender strategies’ creation.
Section VII concludes the current work.
II. T HEORETICAL BACKGROUND
In this section, we introduce recommender systems and
narrow down specifically to those focusing on the news.
Further, we highlight the main goals and concepts of process
mining.
A. Recommender Systems
Recommender systems have the ability to provide relevant
information to consumers based on their needs or interests.
Their goal is to filter out information and present only the
required and interesting items to consumers. Recommender
systems can be classified into content-based, collaborative, and
knowledge-based filtering [2].
Content-based filtering emerged from information retrieval
and information filtering research. This method is based on
item descriptions and consumers’ profiles containing preferences [3]. In a content-based recommender system, features,
like keywords or categories, are used to describe the items and
consumers’ profiles describe the type of items the consumers
like. Content-based filtering tries to recommend items that are
similar to those that a consumer liked in the past.
Collaborative filtering methods consist in creating consumer
profiles by collecting information on consumers’ behaviors and
preferences, and predicting what consumers would like based
on their similarity to other consumers. This method is very
suitable for recommending items without understanding their
content, being very suitable for movies and images [2].
A third type of recommender systems is based on explicit
knowledge about items, consumer preferences, and recommendation’s context. The knowledge-based recommender systems
rely on a feedback loop in which the consumers requirements and preferences are gathered. When the consumers’

TABLE I
R ECOMMENDER S YSTEMS OVERVIEW [9].
Technique
Content based filtering
Collaborative filtering
Knowledge based
filtering

Pros
No knowledge from other users required, possibility to
compare items
No domain knowledge needed, serendipity of results,
clusters of similar users identifiable
Pre-defined recommendations, quality of recommendation, no cold-start, interactive adaptation based on a
feedback loop

preferences are hard to be described or gathered at once
then the feedback loop could be employed multiple times.
Furthermore, the preferences are typically not known exactly
at the beginning but built within a recommendation session [3].
Table I summarizes strengths and weaknesses of these three
recommender system categories.
Compared to recommender systems in media such as music,
movies and books, news recommender systems face challenges
because of the news industry’s particularities, including [5]
• News freshness: news articles lose their value and relevance with time, and most of the news must be presented
while they are very fresh.
• Continuous news content stream: news sources publish
large volumes of news articles continuously.
• Instability of consumers’ interests: the interests change
much faster than in other domains (the movies preferred
by a person take years to change). Consumers’ interests
can change with time and contexts and consumers can
also have a willingness to read news articles deviating
from their common interests like breaking news.
Many practical implementations of recommender systems
are hybrid systems combining elements from content-based,
collaborative, and knowledge-based filtering [4]. An advantage
of working with news articles is that they are a data source
that machines can represent and reason about. Textual data
can be broken down to a representation of significant keywords, and also linked to disambiguated semantic entities. This
ability makes news data suitable for content-based filtering
approaches. Many news portals also own descriptive consumer
data or interaction logs. Such data allow for collaborative
recommender elements with ability to identify and suggest
news articles that are outside of individual common content
patterns. Knowledge-based elements are also valuable for
recommendation of news as they can incorporate properties
such as timing (when to recommend), commercial interests
and consumers’ short-term intents.
For a media company, it is a tremendous challenge to select
the right recommender system. Such a strategic decision needs
a deep understanding of business requirements, consumers,
news contents, and their relationships. Moreover, a-priori user
profiling could lead to an initial decision while posteriori
knowledge could support decisions regarding adaptations and
changes [1] (see Figure 1). The a-posteriori knowledge contains in fact an implicit user feedback: the captured change in
reading behavior of the users resulting after the (re)deployment

Cons
Content understanding necessary, cold start, no diversity in recommendations
Requires at least implicit feedback, data sparsity, cold start
Knowledge engineering needed in the beginning, static knowledge, no reaction to short-term trends

Fig. 1. News Recommendation Ecosystem.

of the recommender system [10]. The role of process mining,
presented further in this section, is to support the decisionmaking by enabling a-priori and a-posteriori knowledge extraction (steps 1.1. and 2.1 in Figure 1). Process mining is
particularly interesting in this setting as it can reveal and
visualize the relationship systems, contents and users. Knowledge from such data analytics can be applied as rules and
content strategies for knowledge based recommender systems
and as background knowledge for designing hybrid solutions.
Nonetheless, the reasoning processes over this knowledge for
developing a recommender strategy is a separate research
objective to our current one.
B. Process Mining
Process mining emerged from the business and information
systems community. As presented in Figure 2, process mining
is a bottom-up driven approach which exploits the captured
logs and existing process models: [11]
1) for mining process models (Discovery Process Mining);
2) for identifying, explaining and quantifying process differences when existing process models are compared
with the discovered ones (Conformance Process Mining);
3) for applying changes to the existing process models
based on the discovered ones (Enhancement Process
Mining).
Process mining allows the analysts to get insights through mining techniques focusing on various perspectives of the same

process including time, control flow, organization, decision
[11], [12]. Furthermore, simulation techniques are available
for replaying the process models in order to have a deeper
comprehension and capture performance indicators [13]. The
extracted knowledge proved to enable discussion, decision
making and hypotheses verification [11] [14].
Compared to data mining techniques such as sequence
mining [15] and episode mining [16], the process mining
techniques are process-driven implying the discovery of rich,
high-level models with decision points, loops and concurrency.
Moreover, the process models are complete, being able to
capture behaviors which are also less frequent in the data [11].
Though closest to process mining, the Hidden Markov Model
[17] is a time consuming, iterative procedure which produces
a less accessible model to the end-user.
A specific process execution is considered a process instance or a process case. For example, if we consider a news
portal, a process instance could be associated with a unique
customer session. All the clicks produced within that session
are named events according to the process mining terminology.
These events are grouped in a trace which is further logged
in a file. Therefore, for each process instance there is a
corresponding trace in the event log file. The events in a trace
are ordered by time and have multiple attributes such as the
event id, the timestamp, the activity name etc. The activity
names set the level of abstraction or the process granularity.
At the lowest level, they could be software-generated strings
such as the name of the button which was clicked. At the
highest level, they could be more human-friendly such as "log
in", "read front news article".
Very frequently, the event logs are generated retrospectively
from databases or other types of data sources. The transformation consists in a flattening and ordering of the data where
several decisions are required [11]
• Correlation decisions: What should a process instance
be? What are the events that belong to a specific process
instance?
• Snapshot decisions: What is the lifespan of a process
instance? What should be done if a process instance is
incomplete or if it is difficult to establish the end point?
• Scoping decisions: What data should be included? What
attributes should be attached to each event?
• Granularity decisions: What should the process granularity be? How could it be generated automatically?
These decisions are necessary for producing event logs which
represent different views of the processes. Additionally, the
analyst could explore each view in different ways using the
process mining tool. He could decide to observe the most
frequent behavior (70% of the model for instance) or the
complete one (100% of the model). He could also opt for a
different meta-model for representing the process where some
common possibilities are transition systems [18], Petri nets
[19], Yawl [20], BPMN [21].
In our work, we adopted a process mining approach for
dealing with the complexities of creating and evolving recommender strategies. Additionally, we integrated a process

Fig. 2. Process Mining Overview. [11].

perspective based on perceived intentions in order to capture
high-level, meaningful models. Previous related work proved
to successfully support and guide the human agents through
recommendations and predictions [22], [23].
III. M INING P ROCESSES IN N EWS M EDIA
PM2 , a Process Mining Project Methodology was chosen
for the systematic guidance of the solution implementation.
The methodology is suited for the process mining projects that
seek improvement of "process performance or compliance to
rules and regulations" [8]. Though this is not our objective,
we chose PM2 because it is the most complete methodology
compared to its counterparts - Process Diagnostics Method
(PDM) and L* life cycle model [8]. Furthermore, PM2 has
been already applied successfully in a case study with IBM
in 2015, delivering multiple benefits. First, it could handle
an extensive spectrum of process mining techniques without
imposing any constraints regarding the choice of tools for
executing the analysis. Second it is suited for both structured
processes - those who follow a rather stable path independent
from the circumstances, and unstructured processes - those
who are highly flexible and unpredictable [11]. This aspect is
particularly important to us, as we do not know in advance the
nature of the processes that we might discover from the media
web logs. Third, the methodology is organized in multiple
stages for which the expected inputs, outputs and the concrete
steps are specified. An overview of the methodology execution
in our case is provided in Figure 3. Each of the stages is
discussed further.
A. Planning
The purpose of the solution was established: to discover
high-level process models regarding the news consumers’
behavior and the content dynamics from the media organization’s data. The consumers’ interests were acknowledged to
constantly change over time and contexts [5]. For example, a
person could become suddenly more interested in the "culture"
news under the influence of a new group of friends. Hence,
we were interested in the content dynamics too as we claim it
is less sensitive to changes in the long term. If positive, this

Fig. 3. Process Mining Project Methodology [8].

could represent a steadier and more reliable input to create
recommender strategies taking in consideration the balance of
long versus short consumers’ interests. For instance, knowing
the life-cycle of "culture" articles and how this type of content
propagate over various referrers in time could help the news
provider to make decision about when and where to deliver
this content.
The accuracy of the processes is directly linked to the data
quality. Process mining starts from the assumptions that the
data is representative and must capture significant behavior.
In reality, there are two problems that could appear: 1) noise
when the data captures a rare or infrequent behavior; 2)
incompleteness when the data is not sufficient to discover a
structure [24]. These potential issues were handled by working
with data spanning several months and by injecting a suitable
semantics in the event logs as described in Section III-C.
B. Data Extraction
The second stage implied the extraction and integration
of data from different systems. For starters, the scope was
determined: data spanned the period August - December 2014
and represented information about clicks and articles. For each
click the following attributes were extracted: the session id, the
article id, the referrer and the elapsed time since the article’s
publication. Furthermore, the extracted attributes for the articles were: the id, the category, the address of the webpage,
the publication’s timestamp and some other metrics such as
the average lifetime, the total number of views, the number of
views on the publisher website or originating from Facebook
or external sources. In total 10 million clicks regarding 3427
articles were extracted. Knowledge was transferred tacitly
during this phase through data comprehension. This guided
us further in understanding how we could generate the event
logs in order to reveal the target processes.
C. Data processing
In this stage, event logs corresponding to our target processes were generated. We built the event logs around a
semantics that could capture the customers’ behavior and the

content dynamics. In order to do so, we set up two experiments
that are described further.
1) Article-centered Experiment: The first experiment was
built starting from the following scenario. An article is initially
published on the news provider’s website. During its lifespan
the article is accessed through different sources marked by the
referrer attribute. We decided to associate each article with a
process instance and each referrer with an activity in order
to obtain process models regarding the content’s dynamics.
The media organization could perform various process mining
activities regarding these models:
• Discovery: How do articles propagate over sources in
time? How do articles from specific categories propagate
over various sources in time? How do articles with
a different level of popularity propagate over various
sources in time?
• Comparison: Do articles coming from different categories
propagate in a similar way over various sources in time?
Do articles having a different level of popularity propagate in a similar way over various sources in time?
• Prediction: How could the news’ provider expect that an
article coming from a specific category that exceeded a
certain threshold in popularity will propagate further?
When we analyzed the data we discovered there were 928
referrers. A process with so many different activities would
have been unfeasible for analysis or decision-making support.
However, we noticed these referrers embedded knowledge that
could help us with the interpretation of the users’ intention
through their semantics. For example, when a person clicked
on an article shared on social media, we considered that person
followed the community recommendation. If another person
accessed the same article after a search query, we considered
that he was searching for news. Enriching events with such
semantics not only allowed us to perform aggregation but also
to create simplified, high-level process models.
Consequently, we opted for the as-is aggregation where each
click was associated to a more general class: the perceived
intention corresponding to the semantics of its referrer. The
further challenges were the identification of the intentions

TABLE II
T HE M OST P OPULAR R EFERRERS AND T HEIR A SSOCIATED I NTENTIONS .
Referrer
Adressa
.
Facebook
Sol
Facebook
Disqus
Sol
Facebook
Sol
Google
Disqus
Facebook
Sol
Twitter
Aftenposten
Startsiden
Google
Google
Vg
Mosjoen
Vg
Mosjoen

Url
www.adressa.no
Unknown
m.facebook.com
www.sol.no
www.facebook.com
redirect.disqus.com
tablet.sol.no
l.facebook.com
m.sol.no
www.google.no
disqus.com
lm.facebook.com
app.sol.no
t.co
www.aftenposten.no
www.startsiden.no
www.google.com
news.google.com
www.vg.no
www.mosjoen.com
direkte.vg.no
mosjoen.com

Clicks
7158398
1359473
460287
213163
98764
89001
79097
64034
61272
31628
20649
17494
13277
6415
4489
3639
2629
1872
1764
1705
1573
1218

Intention
Read_News_Provider
Follow_Comm_Recm
Follow_Agreg_Recm
Follow_Comm_Recm
Follow_Comm_Recm
Follow_Agreg_Recm
Follow_Comm_Recm
Follow_Agreg_Recm
Search_News
Follow_Comm_Recm
Follow_Comm_Recm
Follow_Agreg_Recm
Follow_Comm_Recm
Follow_Agreg_Recm
Follow_Agreg_Recm
Search_News
Follow_Agreg_Recm
Follow_Agreg_Recm
Follow_Agreg_Recm
Follow_Agreg_Recm
Follow_Agreg_Recm

Description
article on the news provider’s website
the referrer is not known thus nor the intention
the Facebook community’s recommendation
the Sol news aggregator’s recommendation
the Facebook community’s recommendation
the Disqus community’s recommendation
the Sol news aggregator’s recommendation
the Facebook community’s recommendation
the Sol news aggregator’s recommendation
article found by the Google search engine
the Disqus community’s recommendation
the Facebook community’s recommendation
the Sol news aggregator’s recommendation
the Twitter community’s recommendation
the Aftenposten news aggregator’s recommendation
the Startsiden news aggregator’s recommendation
article found by the Google search engine
the Google news aggregator’s recommendation
the Vg news aggregator’s recommendation
the Mosjoen news aggregator’s recommendation
the Vg news aggregator’s recommendation
the Mosjoen news aggregator’s recommendation

TABLE III
E XAMPLES OF RULES FOR I DENTIFYING THE I NTENTION .
if (’search’ in Referrer_Url) or (’google’ in Referrer_Url and ’news.google’ not in Referrer_Url) then Search_News
if (’facebook’ in Referrer_Url) or (’twitter’ in Referrer_Url) then Follow_Comm_Recm

3) Create a set of rules for tagging the clicks based on Table
II and other observed common patterns in the data (some
examples in Table III).
4) Apply the rules automatically to the data set.

(a) Referrer-related

(b) Session-related

Fig. 4. Histograms of Clicks in Log10 Scale.

covering the data set and the tagging. The former was done
manually while the later automatically. Looking at the distribution of the number of clicks per referrer in Figure 4, we
observed that approximately 90% of the referrers had less than
100 clicks associated. If 900 from 928 referrers generated in
average 50 clicks this meant that less than 0.5% clicks from
the whole data set was associated with the majority of referrers
(45000 clicks of 10 million). We decided thus to safely skip
the intention identification for these referrers as their small
proportion of generated clicks appeared to not impact the
results. The method for identifying the intentions consisted
in the following steps:
1) Discover the most popular referrers having at least 1000
clicks associated.
2) Define perceived intention for each popular referrer
(Table II).

Intentions could be more complex, when they contain subintentions, or simpler. In this situation we opted for simple,
perceived intentions through a naive interpretation of the
referrers’ semantics. We avoided to make any claim about
more complex intentions. However, even in this case false
positives might exist. For example someone could click on
a news link from his Facebook page by mistake. These cases
could be discovered often by analyzing extra data as the time
spent on reading the article.
Finally, we also decided to filter the logs in order to obtain
different perspectives on the data and reduce complexity [8].
The methods employed were "slice and dice" and "compliance
based filtering". Slice and dice was performed first for creating
different views for low-popularity, medium-popularity and
high-popularity articles; and for different categories of articles.
Compliance based filtering was performed for every different
view by removing the events for which the referrer was
unknown or had less than 1000 clicks associated.
2) Session-centered Experiment: The second experiment
was centered on the sessions. Each session represented a
process instance and the article’s category was associated with
an activity. The media organization could perform various
process mining activities regarding the customers’ behavior
with a focus on the evolution of their reading interests.

Discovery: How do the interests of customers evolve
over time? What types of content drive and form longer
engagement cycles?
• Comparison: Are there any differences in the processes
for long versus short sessions?
• Prediction: For a specific session, what is the type of
article that would most likely be read next?
Similar to the previous experiment, we filtered the logs
applying the two methods: slice and dice, and compliance
based filtering. The former method was chosen to create
different views for long versus short sessions. There were
539120 sessions having the distribution presented in Figure
4. The decision to classify a session in long or short was
made based on the number of clicks per session; the limit
was chosen to be 30 in order to have a sufficient number of
instances in the long sessions group. Though, other thresholds
should be experimented in the future.
•

D. Mining and analysis
Stage 4 consisted in applying process mining and analytics
techniques to the event logs received from the previous stage
in order to gain insights into the customers’ behavior and
content dynamics. The event logs were created as XES files
[11] by using a set of scripts written in Python3 on the original
data. We performed the analysis using Disco4 , a commercial
suite supported by the leading academic group in process
mining at Eindhoven Institute of Technology. Though not as
rich in techniques as ProM [25], Disco has proved to be user
friendly and very fast on big event logs while discovering highlevel knowledge. Moreover, it has been successfully used in
numerous industry case studies and academic projects5 . The
exact process mining algorithms used in Disco are not public
but the owners claim that a technique based on Fuzzy Miner
[26] is implemented. Currently, we have not tested any other
process mining technique apart from this one but we plan it
in our future work.
We will expose only a part of the findings to exemplify
how the process mining tool could be used and how to
interpret the mined processes. A node in the graph represents
an activity while the directed edge represents the flow between
the activities. The numbers associated to both nodes and edges
give information about the frequencies. This also influences
the color of the nodes, respectively the width of the edges.
Two special nodes exist: the start and the stop.
A process could be observed at different level of details. For
instance, Figure 5 and Figure 6 represent the same process
corresponding to the high-popularity articles in the articlecentered experiment. The former could be useful for providing
an accurate overview of the process metrics while the later
exposes the most common behavior. In addition, as the second
version (Figure 6) represents a simpler view of the process, it
is much easier to compare it to other process models as for
3 https://www.python.org
4 https://fluxicon.com/disco/
5 http://fluxicon.com/blog/

Fig. 5. Article-Centered Process High Popularity Articles - 100% Details.

Fig. 6. Article-Centered Process High Popularity Articles - 50% Details.

example the process corresponding to the low-popularity article (Figure 7). The processes for both low and high-popularity
articles are very similar. It could be noticed that towards the
end of its life, an article is accessed by consumers mainly
from two sources: the news provider website or through search
engines. Another common aspect is the fact that the second
popular referrer for the articles after the news provider website
is the social media. This could be observed based on the width
of the process edges. There are though several differences in
the two processes: once a low-popularity article is read by
consumers through search engines, it continues to be accessed
in this way (the self loop of the Search_News activity in Figure
7); same observation stands for high-popularity articles and
the social media (the self loop of the Follow_Comm_Recm
activity in Figure 6). We performed the process comparison
manually given the manageable level of details but automatic
techniques for model comparison are available in ProM [25].
Regarding the session-centered experiments, a fragment of
the discovered process models corresponding to the short

Fig. 7. Article-Centered Process Low Popularity Articles - 50% Details.

Fig. 8. Session-Centered Process Short Sessions - 10% Details.

session is presented in Figure 8. It is very interesting to notice
that the most read categories are General news, Trondheim
news and Culture news (the color of the boxes is more intense
if the activity appears more often). Moreover, these consumers’
interests seem to cluster: the consumers reading General news
most probably read Trondheim news and Culture news too.
On the contrary, Family news are more likely read in isolation
from the other categories.
E. Diagnosis and Validation
According to the PM2 methodology, a process mining
project should end with the diagnosis and validation of the
findings [8]. This phase targets the process stakeholders.

Process mining research states that given sufficient data,
the techniques could accurately reflect the logs [24], [26].
Consequently, as we worked with an already proven algorithm
(Disco’s Fuzzy miner extension [26]), we considered the
mined processes correct. The objectives for the diagnose phase
were thus to understand the mined process models, interpret
the results correctly, identify interesting or peculiar aspects,
and propose research questions for further iterations. The
objective for validation was to compare the findings to the
expectations of the process stakeholder.
This phase was conducted as a semi-structured interview
with Jørgen Frøland, the Project Manager in User Experience
and Big Data of the case media group. He has been responsible
for the application of recommender systems for more than
one year. For this reason, we considered him as the process
stakeholder, the role with the more extensive knowledge about
the news consumers and recommender strategies within the
organization.
The process stakeholder acknowledged an easier interpretation and understanding of the models regarding the sessioncentered experiment while for the second he requested a more
detailed explanation of the process semantics. He observed
that different behavioral patterns appeared repeatedly across
multiple models as expected. On the contrary, some peculiar
results lead to valuable insights such as adding more promote
links (Plus news) in the content of the Culture news than
in other types. Additionally, the consumption patterns of
Economy news were found also very interesting as it seemed
the consumers were less likely to jump to other succeeding
categories. Another unexpected observation was the fact that
Opinion news seemed to be a bridge or access point to other
news categories.
The main future objectives mentioned during the interview
were the thorough validation of these models and to explore
the extent to which the current approach could measure the impact of a recommender strategy. The process stakeholder said:
"We as an organization need to establish a trust relationship to
this kind of models [...] If I starts recommending Consumer
article in Wine articles, will this increase the engagement on
the site?". Other types of experiments including the temporal
aspect and animations for re-playing process instances over a
time period were of particular interest too.
Finally, the process stakeholder found the mined process
models very meaningful and aligned with their previous
analysis. What was considered especially valuable was the
flow between various perceived intentions and interests. The
process stakeholder concluded "it met my expectations very
well [...] I could sit hours playing with the complexity sliders,
take notes and explore the data.".
IV. P RELIMINARY E VALUATION
This work is an exploratory study where the use of process
mining to support the definition of recommender strategies was
investigated. The nature of the research was influenced by the
fact that no process mining solution has been applied before
to web logs originating from the news industry. Aligned with

the research questions, the solution evaluation aimed at the
verification of the following claims:
1) An end-to-end tool mining high-level processes could
support the process stakeholder of the news organization
to perform the tasks independently because the tool is
easy to use (visual, intuitive, hiding the complexity of
the mining techniques).
2) The mined processes and the process mining tool provide meaningful insights to the process stakeholder into
the consumers’ behavior and content dynamics.
3) The discovered insights could support the process stakeholder in defining recommender strategies through predictive analysis and decision-making support.
The intuition behind these claims emerged from the authors’
experience with process mining and was backed-up by the
existing research in the area.
The solution evaluation started with an experiment that
allowed the subject to perform process mining using Disco.
The event logs were prepared in advance by the authors. An
introduction of the process mining concepts and the prepared
event logs was given to the subject in the beginning. Following
the experiment, a questionnaire containing mainly open-ended
questions was used during a semi-structured interview. Additional questions and probing beyond the original ones were
welcomed. The researcher took notes during the experiment
and recorded the interview. The overall evaluation lasted three
hours. For data analysis, we employed inductive analysis,
which derives general patterns from the transcripts’ detailed
information [27]. Finally, the interpretations were validated
with the subject.
The subject highlighted several benefits of the process mining tool. First, the visualization and the overall user interface
seemed to be very well perceived especially considering the organization’s background - "we are not hard core programmers,
we use technology services and Saas solutions.". The solution
was intuitive as there were "not so many feature options" and
the model changed immediately when interacting with the tool.
Moreover, the subject strongly agreed that the complexity of
the mining techniques was hidden. However, one of challenges
stated by the subject was to get acquainted with the process
mining concepts and to understand the relationship between
event logs and processes. Additionally, the interpretation of
the process models was also challenging in the beginning
because of the learning curve regarding the process model
representation (understanding what the boxes, edges, numbers
attached to the edges etc. represent). This was also caused by
the fact the models did not go always from upper left corner
to the bottom right one and the layout was re-shaped every
time when the complexity thresholds were re-adjusted.
Regarding the process models, the subject acknowledged
that they gave him interesting insights into the consumers’
behavior and content dynamics. Also, he stated the organization could act upon the discovered knowledge. The subject
found "interesting to use process mining in a continuous digital
strategy" as this would allow to measure and monitor the
effects of the taken actions. The decision-making support of

the solution was confirmed and two possible use cases were
highlighted by the subject: to assist "discussions on how to
handle personalization vs. the storage of personal sensitive
information." and to drive sales strategies. With respect to
prediction analysis, the subject found the current discovered
knowledge insufficient and required more process models
spanning various seasons and days.
In conclusion, process mining seems to allow independent
use after the understanding of the process mining concepts,
event logs and the tool. The subject found the mined knowledge and the tool very promising for creating recommender
strategies.
Validity threats were handled during the research to ensure the rigor and quality of the results. According to Yin
there are four types of validity that must be considered
in a case study: construct, internal, external and reliability
[28]. In order to ensure this, multiple measures were taken.
Preliminary interviews were conducted with the company to
better understand the situation. Several control actions were
performed: the subject was informed about the evaluation
procedures in advance, a case study protocol was followed,
the experiment and the interviews were recorded in real time.
Additionally, data triangulation was performed through the
inclusion of multiple evidence sources: primary documents
belonging to the news organization, secondary documents from
the existing body of knowledge in recommender systems and
process mining, direct observations during the experiment and
interviews’ transcripts. Nevertheless, there are some threats to
validity that should be elaborated. First, as the preliminary
evaluation took place with only one subject, the results might
have been sometimes biased by the subject’s attitude towards
the experiment. For example, the excitement to discover a
new tool might yield, maybe unconsciously, a rather positive
feedback during the interview. Second, there is a researchers’
bias in generating the log which comes from the perceived
intentions. False positives could exist even though we take
extra measures such as using the reading duration. Moreover,
the set of perceived intentions we chose should be validated
in the future with real users too.
Regarding the external validity that concerns the generalization of the results, though the solution was applied to a
single case study, some of its characteristics are generic. News
logs generally contain timestamps and information regarding
the categories and referrers. Hence, with respect to applying
process mining, the current case settings are representative for
the news industry. However, differences could appear in the
usefulness’ perception of process mining results for recommender strategy. The stakeholders could have various technical
or application domain expertise, objectives or expectations.
Therefore, generalization could not be claimed yet.
V. R ELATED W ORK
The current work could be considered an application of web
usage mining [29] with the purpose of creating recommender
strategies. Web usage mining is concerned with the discovery
and prediction of the users’ behavior interacting with the

world wide web from the log records. Compared to techniques
employed in web mining - sequential patterns, clustering,
classification, hidden Markov chains [17], we propose a new
approach based on process mining that discovers high-level
process models.
There are few published works within the scope of web mining who employed process mining: in e-commerce [30] and in
e-learning [31]. To our knowledge, there is no previous attempt
in the media domain. The trigger of these works regards the
strategy improvement of the organizations through competitive
advantage in the education system [30] and business efficiency
in the e-commerce systems [31]. Similar to our work, the
authors claim benefits of process mining in this direction
through the discovery of high-level behavioral models. The
benefits come in the form of support for decision making,
recommendations and prediction. Contrary to our approach,
these works do not follow any process mining methodology
and exploit less events than we do: 8 thousands events [31]
respectively 4 million events [30]. Moreover, regarding the
models, [31] analyses especially the social perspective while
the [30] adopt control-flow perspective with mixed semantics
mainly referring to the website navigation. We make a clear
separation of the activities’ meanings by mapping them on the
consumers’ perceived intentions and consumers interests.
Most of the existing research in web mining apply traditional data mining techniques [32], [33], [34], [35], [36]. The
objectives of these works are to improve web site usages [32],
[33] and to create recommender systems [34], [35]. Ontologies
are also used to model the human behavior when navigating
in information networks [36].
Regarding the applications to media industry, web mining
is employed for gaining insights into the consumers’ reading
preferences for recommendation and engagement [37], [38],
[39], [40], [41]. However, the behavior is modeled or analyzed
differently in all these works: [37] discover a referrer graph,
[38] investigate the effect of news polarity on the users
gaze, affect and attention, [39] mine transition probabilities
of moving from one news category to another, and [40]
identify different reading behaviors using a method based
on matrix factorization. In our solution, we exploit both the
news referrers and news categories while the identification of
distinctive behaviors is implicit through event log filtering and
variations in process mining analysis. Finally, while some of
the media-related works exploit real data [38], [40] like us,
others use data collected from existing data sets [39] or lab
experiments [38], [41].
VI. P ERSPECTIVES
In this work, the mined models represent an activitycentered, control flow perspective of the processes. However,
existing process mining techniques could create complementary models focusing on other aspects of the processes. A
process case could have different attributes. These attributes
can be exploited by the techniques to provide a "helicopter
view" of the event log known as dotted chart [42], [11]. For
our first experiment centered on articles, some case attributes

that should be further explored for generating the dotted chart
are: the article category and the article popularity. Similarly,
for our second experiment centered on sessions, a possible
case attribute could be the consumer’s location.
Then, organizational process mining aims at creating social
networks with the resources involved in the process [24].
Usually, the resources are people but other mappings are
possible too. This type of mining allows the discovery of
profiles: resources that are involved in similar activities in the
same order. An interesting future direction in our work would
be to consider the referrers being resources for the sessioncentered processes. In this way, we could observe if some
referrers are similar in terms of promoted news categories
which are more likely to be read from their web pages and
the reading order.
Further, performance process information could be mined
too. For example, the average time between two activities
could be embedded into the model. Another possibility would
be to project time on resources. For example, the news
organization could analyze the reading time between different
news categories. Forth, decision rules could be learned from
event logs and further used for recommendation and prediction
[43].
As we mentioned in the Section II, process mining could
be performed for conformance checking too [11] [13]. This
supports the automatic comparison of the process models. In
the future, it would be very interesting to compare process
models which are mined for different periods such as seasons
or days of the week. An additional comparison we would
want to perform is with the results obtained for other news
providers. Conformance checking could also have a significant contribution in measuring the impact of recommender
strategies. Currently, the evaluation methods rely on technical
measures such as click through rates, average read time of
articles, customer return rates [44]. It could be useful to
complement this approach with one involving the comparison
of process models before and after the adoption or change of
recommender strategies.
Previous work regarding recommendation techniques for resource allocation in process mining could be also applied [45].
For example, for the session-centered experiment, if referrers
are resources, these techniques could make predictions if an
article for which the category is known, will be clicked within
that session if exposed by a specific referrer. The prediction
algorithm takes into account the profiles of the resources.
Finally, process mining solutions for dealing with continuous streams of data should be also considered [46]. This would
allow the process discovery and update in real time while the
clicks are recorded. All these process mining perspectives and
types are tool-supported [25].
VII. C ONCLUSION
A formal definition of data scientist still faces difficulties
to emerge from the plethora of descriptions, situations and
sources. However, this is of less importance compared to the
drivers of such a job. In the pursuit of solving problems or

improving services, any role, from human resources to marketing or management, could qualify as a data scientist when
empowered with the right tools and experience. Nonetheless,
while in real life business stakeholders sometimes possess the
right tools, a situation frequently encountered is the one where
they struggle with the complexity [7].
In this work, we explored for the first time process mining
as a means to allow the news organizations to independently
and meaningfully exploit their data for consumers’ insights
and recommender strategys’ creation. As mentioned in Section
II, there are several challenges regarding the media sector: 1)
news freshness, 2) continuous news content streaming and 3)
the instability of consumers’ interests. Recommender strategies have implemented solutions to handle the first and second
issues by considering the news timestamps and popularity,
and by evolving the recommendation models as new user data
was logged [47]. Process mining could be especially useful as
support in the offline investigation of consumers’ interests. The
changes produced in the consumers’ reading behavior could
be analyzed with process mining tools independently by the
organization, given the graphical, high-level representation.
The solution was implemented in a case study with a
Norwegian news provider. The preliminary evaluation results
were very encouraging. Process mining proved effective in
understanding news readers behavior. Furthermore, it was
perceived by professionals as bringing more thoughtful knowledge than activity monitoring on the relationship between the
consumers’ behavior and recommended contents. However,
few limits also need further tackling in a more extensive
evaluation, planned with other news providers.
Recommender systems exist to provide to the consumers
the most appropriate and relevant content. This could only be
possible by having a rich understanding of how people act
and their underlying goals. In future work, we will tackle this
more thoroughly by applying new types and perspectives of
process mining.
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